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The press release for James Christy's new play, Never tell asks "What's
personal existence, virtual relationships are as common as virtual imagi
to trust?" The play's exploration of truth and trust revolves around Man
computer application, and all his friends and coworkers, who spend mu
 
It's a very cynical piece. Manny is a doormat; everyone else in the play

or money. So why are they - and the p
 
To begin with, there is the cast. Broken
group of actors, so it comes as no surp
complex performances and thoughtful 
friendly, charismatic Hoover, who bef
them to act immorally. On the other en
Schuchman), the nebbishy computer g
dishonest doings. Eva Kaminsky, who
a chilly, disturbed air that oozes emoti
Goding round out this quintet as Mann
 
Director Drew DeCorleto has elicited e
enough of a hint of menace to keep us 
 

James Christy has provided the actors with an involving, thought-provo
good at getting his characters to interact with each other. Whether they'
a subject for an art exhibit or bantering about the sales of cheap beer, th
The playwright is less effective in creating the virtual reality world of M
and as the story becomes more and more cynical and surreal, the charac
The play is not helped by the production values. J. Wiese's set, a basic o
series of televisions to the side, distract rather than illuminate.  
 
The above are minor weaknesses when considering Never Tell's overall
to admire than to like, but given the excellent performances and the sm
with lots of ideas for discussion, this one is easy to like.  
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So you're basically trespassing? ---Anne
I wouldn't call it that.--- Hoover.
What would you call it?--- Anne

I don't know. Hanging out. ---Hoover
 

 your dirty little secret? In today’s upgraded 
ng. Is anything, as it truly seems? Who is one 
ny, who's invented a brilliant and innovative 
ch of the play lying, cheating, and stealing. 

 is a jerk willing to do anything for power, love 
lay itself - so likable?  

 Watch Theatre Company is comprised of a 
rise that their productions feature lots of juicy, 
direction. Mark Setlock leads the way as the 
riends everyone else and generally encourages 
d of the spectrum is Manny (Jason 
enius who bears the brunt of much of the 
 plays Manny's unstable ex-girlfriend, gives off 
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y's married best friends. 

ngaging performances from the cast, with just 
guessing about who's honorable and who's not.  

king and funny script. Christy is especially 
re debating about the appropriateness of rape as 
ere's a fascinating friction in their dialogue. 
anny's program or best friend Will's art show 

ters lose their earlier and more affecting ways. 
ffice backdrop that looks like cardboard and a 

 strengths. As a rule a play this cynical is easier 
art and well-constructed script that leaves you 
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